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Abstract
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Health Services

Survival from cardiac arrest remains low. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) has been proven to increase a cardiac arrest patient’s chance of survival. Telephone-assisted CPR (T-CPR) instructions have been shown to improve the proportion of patients who receive CPR from bystanders in an out-of-hospital setting. Our study sought to identify delays to recognizing out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and initiating telecommunicator-assisted CPR by analyzing the chief complaints of 449 real calls in which cardiac arrest was determined to have occurred. Previously-collected data from the STAT 911 parent study was used in our analysis. Chief complaints were categorized into four codes distinguished by the callers’ description of the patient’s breathing. Survival curves were created and analyzed for statistical significance. Our results showed no statistically significant difference in the time to recognition of the need for CPR or in the time to first compression by the description of patient breathing given in the caller’s chief complaint.
Introduction

Problem Description

The United States alone sees more than 350,000 out-of-hospital cardiac arrests (OHCA) each year.5 Because the percent of cardiac arrest patients surviving remains in the single digits,1 cardiac arrest remains a public health problem. As Vaillancourt et al have noted, OHCA comprise the majority of cardiac arrest cases.1

Importance of CPR

Cardiac arrest patients only have minutes without oxygen before brain injury or death is guaranteed.6,7 As each minute passes, the likelihood of survival decreases.2,8–11 Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) can buy time for patients by manually circulating oxygenated blood before the patient is brought to a hospital where advanced treatment can be provided, increasing their chance of survival.2 Indeed, patients who received CPR were 45% more likely to survive than patients who did not.12 Thus, improving CPR delivery could save lives.

Cardiac Chain of Survival

In an ideal situation, a cardiac arrest patient will be assisted by a bystander who first calls for help, then performs high-quality CPR and starts use of an automated external defibrillator (AED) before emergency medical personnel arrive and quickly transport the patient to advanced care. This is known as the “cardiac chain of survival.”

Figure 1: Cardiac Chain of Survival13

Why T-CPR?

Despite its importance in the chain of survival, more than 50% of cardiac arrest patients do not receive CPR.14 Because bystanders who call 911 for patient often do not know how to perform CPR,15 911 telecommunicators have received training on how to guide bystanders through CPR over the phone. Telephone-assisted CPR (T-CPR) has been demonstrated to increase the proportion of patients receiving
CPR since the early 1990s. T-CPR is feasible, increases the proportion of patients who receive CPR, and effective in improving patient survival.

Challenges to Recognizing OHCA

However, a telecommunicator cannot help a caller deliver CPR to a patient if no one recognizes the patient is in cardiac arrest. Numbers vary by study, from 59% of OHCA going unrecognized during the call to 30%. Calls in which OHCA was present but went unrecognized by the telecommunicator resulted in delayed telephone-assisted CPR and lower survival for the patient. “Delayed recognition” thus has negative implications for patient survival. Therefore, it is essential that the telecommunicator recognizes OHCA from the caller’s verbal description of the patient.

Agonal Breathing

The literature has documented the challenge that agonal breathing poses to correctly identifying OHCA in emergency calls. When present, agonal breathing is part of the process of dying and cannot bring a patient out of cardiac arrest. Patients in cardiac arrest present with agonal breathing in anywhere from 37% of cases to 60% to 64%. Agonal breathing is not normal breathing; whereas normal breathing is effectively silent, agonal breathing is relatively loud. Agonal breathing can confuse callers, who may think that the patient is breathing adequately or that the patient is not otherwise in cardiac arrest.

Previous research has found that callers describe agonal breathing in a variety of ways. The variety and ambiguity of their descriptions is a major obstacle to effective communication and, therefore, recognizing OHCA. T-CPR is thus also delayed. For an incomplete list of examples, see Table 1. Table 1 does not show whether a word or phrase was also found by other researchers.

Table 1: Examples of Descriptions of Agonal Breathing from the Literature
The confusion around callers’ comprehension of agonal breathing and resulting description of the patient’s condition appears to create ambiguity around whether the patient is breathing normally. The ambiguity appears to cause delays in recognizing OHCA and beginning T-CPR. Indeed, literature has found that telecommunicators are faster to initiate T-CPR when callers presented patients as not breathing than as with some breathing.\textsuperscript{24} Fukushima found that 84.2\% of “not breathing” calls were correctly identified, but less than 27.8\% of calls describing abnormal breathing were.\textsuperscript{24}

Many protocols instruct telecommunicators to ask two questions following the chief complaint in order to clarify such ambiguity: “is the patient conscious?” and, more importantly for this study, “is the patient breathing?”\textsuperscript{3,30,31} Asking these questions can help dispatchers identify up to 90\% of OHCAs with very high specificity.\textsuperscript{32}

Research Question & Conceptual Model

For their analysis of delays, previous studies have selected the transcripts of entire calls, chief complaints, answers to specific questions such as “Is the patient breathing?”, or a combination of those call components.\textsuperscript{27–29,33,34} Our study analyzes only the chief complaints that callers give to telecommunicators. A chief complaint is the first description given by the caller to the telecommunicator about why the caller has dialed for emergency services. As the first part of an emergency call, analysis of chief complaints may identify one of the first possible delays in identifying OHCA. Figure 2 describes how the chief complaint might increase delays in recognition of the need for T-CPR.

This study builds on the works by Berdowski et al and Riou et al, who created similar categories, though they use different code definitions and combine telecommunicator follow-up questions with caller description.\textsuperscript{25,28} As we look solely at chief complaints, we created the categories on the left side of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Adverbs/Adjectives</th>
<th>Verbs</th>
<th>Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bang et al 2003</td>
<td>difficulty poorly occasional impaired</td>
<td>gasping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berdowski et al 2009</td>
<td>barely hardly heavy labored noisy</td>
<td>sighing</td>
<td>turning blue/purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>can’t breathe at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fighting for air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>making funny noises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[breathing] just a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riou et al 2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>gurgling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>moaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaillancourt et al 2007</td>
<td>hard labored difficult bad poor</td>
<td>snoring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohm et al 2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>snuffling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the model. Additionally, we added descriptions of agonal breathing from other studies into our codebook.

Figure 2: Conceptual Model 1

Based on the literature, we hypothesize that calls in which the chief complaint could be describing agonal breathing are more likely to be misinterpreted as situations in which the patient is breathing normally and/or breathing in a way that would not communicate cardiac arrest. Calls in which the presence of breathing is noted but not otherwise described may also be interpreted as a situation like the above. Based on the literature, both of these categories may likely be interpreted as describing normal breathing. Conversely, when callers describe patients as not breathing, there is less potential ambiguity in which the caller and telecommunicator may misunderstand each other. This is supported by the literature mentioned above.

Below is a conceptual model that describes the same hypothesized outcome for each category but under a different line of reasoning.

Figure 3: Conceptual Model 2
Furthermore, chief complaints that do not mention breathing would necessitate a line of questioning from that telecommunicator that determines the presence or absence of normal breathing. Telecommunicator protocols indicate that the question “Is the patient breathing?” should be asked in all calls, but not all calls are compliant with such protocol. Adherence to protocol is associated with better patient survival in OHCA cases. Therefore, we hypothesize that a chief complaint that does not provide any answer to “Is the patient breathing?” would not encourage skipping this question.

Again, if the caller mentions that breathing is present, the telecommunicator may assume normal breathing and not follow up by asking additional clarifying questions. This could lead to delayed recognition of OHCA and initiation of T-CPR.

**Hypothesis**

Under this reasoning, we would expect that calls that are more likely to describe agonal breathing would encourage the telecommunicator to follow a set of questions different from the two that assess the patient’s consciousness and breathing. We hypothesize that these calls would result in longer times to recognizing OHCA and initiating T-CPR, while the less ambiguous categories of not breathing and breathing not mentioned would have shorter times to each.

**Methods**

This data was collected as part of the STAT 911 study. STAT 911 was a randomized controlled trial of a training intervention designed for 911 telecommunicators from call centers in the northwest United States. The training targeted the identification of the need for CPR over the phone. Telecommunicators assigned to the intervention group participated in trainings in which they received simulated (mock) 911 calls, some of which included OHCA. Participants took part in four trainings, which were held over several months. Telecommunicators received immediate feedback following the trainings. The primary evaluation was conducted by evaluating communication skills of both
intervention and control participants during simulated calls. Additionally, the simulation training’s effectiveness was evaluated by analyzing time intervals and the communication skills exhibited by study participants during 561 real cardiac arrest calls. Participants who received the training performed better than the control group, including identifying OHCA and starting T-CPR more quickly. Information about the chief complaint, time to call pickup, time to transition to CPR script, time to T-CPR initiation, time to first compression, end of call, and telecommunicator demographics was abstracted from the call recordings.

The chief complaint was defined as the first description of the caller’s reason for calling 911 either spontaneously or when prompted by the telecommunicator. One individual listened to recordings of each of the calls and noted the chief complaint of each into a spreadsheet. Chief complaints were considered to be the first description the caller gave to the telecommunicator as to why they were calling. The description could be spontaneous or in response to a telecommunicator’s prompt.

Data was de-identified prior to our analysis. As no new data was collected, this study was covered under the human subjects approval for the parent study.

Description of Dataset

This paper describes a retrospective study that used data from the STAT 911 parent study. Five hundred real calls were collected from five call centers in Seattle, Washington State, of which 467 met our study criteria. Of those 467, 449 had a recorded chief complaint and were included in the analysis. The case definition was cardiac arrest from a nontraumatic origin, which means that arrests due to physical injury, such as a car crash, were excluded. This is because calls regarding physical trauma are usually categorized using the trauma itself, not any subsequent cardiac arrest. Calls in which the patient was unambiguously dead, i.e. decapitation or decomposition, were also excluded. Some studies have excluded pediatric patients because CPR instructions differ slightly due to age; however, we did not as we only focused on the identification of OHCA and of the need for CPR.

Coding Process

Each chief complaint was coded into one of four categories based on the caller’s description of the patient’s breathing, which are described in Table 2. The examples on the rightmost column are taken from our dataset and are thus real chief complaints that we thought typified the code. For the code Quality Unmentioned, the provided examples were the only two of that code in our dataset.

Table 2: Code Descriptions
A codebook was created iteratively. After developing a first draft, twenty chief complaints were randomly chosen using a random number generator. Two individuals coded the twenty chief complaints; disagreements and ambiguous chief complaints were evaluated, agreed upon, and the codebook was subsequently amended. All chief complaints were re-coded according to the final version of the codebook (Appendix 1) by the first coder. This process of evaluation and amendment was completed three times. Across the three sets of twenty double-coded chief complaints, interrater reliability was assessed using Kappa.

Survival Analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the time from the start of call to OHCA recognition and from start of call to T-CPR initiation. As there were calls in which OHCA was not identified and/or T-CPR not begun, these were considered censored observations and were analyzed using Kaplan-Meier survival curves. End of call was treated as a censoring event, while the censoring time was the elapsed time from when the telecommunicator picked up the call to when they ended the call. The effects of code on time to OHCA recognition and time to T-CPR initiation were compared using Cox proportional hazards regression. Statistical analyses were performed in R using the “survival” package.

Results

Results of Coding Exercise

Interrater reliability was considered excellent for the 60 double-coded chief complaints. Kappa was 0.90 overall and was 0.928 for the first set of twenty, 0.92 for the second, and 0.856 for the third.
Table 3 describes the frequency of each code in our dataset and our prediction of each code’s impact on the time to OHCA identification and the time to T-CPR initiation. The most common code was Breathing Not Mentioned, which applied to over half of the chief complaints. Not Breathing and Abnormal or Inadequate each applied to about one-fifth of the chief complaints. Chief complaints that fell under the Quality Unmentioned code were very infrequent, so we were unable to do any meaningful analysis of this category on its own.

Of 449 calls, OHCA was identified in 366, or 81.5%. Of the 366 in which OHCA was identified, T-CPR was delivered in 219, or 59.8%, before emergency medical services arrived. T-CPR was not initiated before the arrival of emergency medical services in 147 calls during which the need for T-CPR was recognized, or 40.2%.

**Results of Survival Analysis**

Tables 4 and 5 show descriptive statistics of the dataset by code and by recognized versus unrecognized. In Table 4, the median times between three chief complaint categories to OHCA recognition show little difference in calls where OHCA was recognized, and the mean times to OHCA recognition actually contradict our hypothesis. When it came to calls in which OHCA went unrecognized, those with “more ambiguous” chief complaints had longer mean and median times to end of call than those with “less ambiguous” chief complaints. However, none of these findings were statistically significant.

Table 4 includes the 438 calls for which full data was available.

Table 4: Time to OHCA Recognition
**Quality Unmentioned applied to only two calls, so this code was not analyzed on its own.**

Table 5 includes only the 377 calls for which full data was available. Unlike Table 4, the mean and median times to T-CPR delivery are similar by code. The longest time to end of call for T-CPR initiation is shorter than the longest time to end of call in Table 4 likely because emergency services arrived more quickly once OHCA was recognized.

Table 5: Time to T-CPR Delivery

*OHCA Recognition. Strictly speaking, telecommunicators must recognize the need for T-CPR since they cannot diagnose cardiac arrest.

**Quality Unmentioned applied to only two calls, so this code was not analyzed on its own.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code**</th>
<th>Mean time to TCPR</th>
<th>Median time to TCPR</th>
<th>Fastest Time</th>
<th>Slowest Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initiated</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal or Inadequate</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Breathing</td>
<td>154.6</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing Not Mentioned</td>
<td>161.8</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Unmentioned &amp; Abnormal or Inadequate (More Ambiguous)</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>130.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Breathing &amp; Breathing Not Mentioned (Less Ambiguous)</td>
<td>160.2</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uninitiated</strong></td>
<td>Mean time to end of call</td>
<td>Median time to end of call</td>
<td>Shortest Call</td>
<td>Longest Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal or Inadequate</td>
<td>181.5</td>
<td>169.5</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Breathing</td>
<td>159.8</td>
<td>138.5</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breathing Not Mentioned</td>
<td>216.6</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Unmentioned &amp; Abnormal or Inadequate (More Ambiguous)</td>
<td>181.5</td>
<td>169.5</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Breathing &amp; Breathing Not Mentioned (Less Ambiguous)</td>
<td>205.1</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality Unmentioned applied to only two calls, so this code was not analyzed on its own.**

Table 6: Times by Code and Grouped by Hypothesis
Table 6 shows that no statistically significant difference was found between the survival curves between the two groups of codes or between all four codes. In the column labeled “Strata,” “QI” is a group consisting of calls which were labeled “Quality Unmentioned” or “Abnormal or Inadequate.” “BN” is a group consisting of calls which were labeled “Breathing Not Mentioned” or “Not Breathing.”

Figure 4 shows the survival curve for OHCA recognition across all of our data. The overall mean time to OHCA recognition, recorded in Table 4, was 83.82 seconds.

Figure 4: OHCA Recognition Overall
Figure 5 shows OHCA recognition by code. The survival curves look similar and provide visual confirmation to the statistically insignificant results recorded in Table 6.

Figure 5: Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve Depicting Percent of Calls with Unrecognized OHCA, by Code

Figure 6 shows the overall survival curve for the time to T-CPR initiation. The mean time to T-CPR overall is 169.3 seconds, recorded in Table 5.

Figure 6: Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve Depicting Time to First Compression, Overall
Figure 7 shows T-CPR initiation by code. The survival curves look similar and provide visual confirmation to the statistically insignificant results recorded in Table 6.

Figure 7: Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve Depicting Percent of Calls Without T-CPR, by Code

Discussion

As noted in the Introduction, quick identification of OHCA and initiation of T-CPR are important parts of the cardiac chain of survival. Research that may help shorten or eliminate delays in the chain of
survival has the potential to save lives. Thus, this study aimed to locate a possible source of delay in recognizing OHCA and initiating T-CPR in the chief complaint by analyzing callers’ descriptions of patient breathing. Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no statistically significant difference in time to OHCA recognition or T-CPR initiation between our four chief complaint categories or between the “more ambiguous” and “less ambiguous” groups of breathing descriptions.

While the results did not confirm our hypothesis, there could be factors affecting our study that would differ in another setting. One factor that may have affected our results was the relatively experienced telecommunicators that took part in the STAT 911 study from which we pulled our data. Previous literature has found that telecommunicators with more experience in handling OHCA calls are better at identifying OHCA and are more likely to follow their protocols. In our dataset, the overall time to recognition and time to T-CPR was relatively fast. The mean time to recognizing OHCA was 83.82 seconds, while the mean time to first compression was 169.3 seconds. Previous literature has shown the time from call start to identification of OHCA has been reported to be an average of 158 seconds or a median of 143 seconds. The median delay in initiating T-CPR was 217 seconds. It is possible that the distinction between codes did not result in increased delays because the call centers in this study were particularly skilled.

Alternately, previous studies have created categories that combine chief complaints with the answers to follow-up questions. For example, Riou et al created three categories for caller descriptions. Bohm et al also sorted caller descriptions into three categories, including normal, abnormal, and absent breathing, while Berdowski et al sorted into five categories based on breathing. Berdowski et al combined caller descriptions and callers’ answers to follow-up questions from the telecommunicator. This study looks only at chief complaints, the start of communication between telecommunicators and callers. Our results may underscore the importance of asking follow-up questions to the caller’s initial description of the patient.

Our results may also give support to another finding in the literature. Patients who were described as “dead” by the caller had particularly expedited delivery of T-CPR compared to other descriptors. Chief complaints that included “dead” in our study were coded as “breathing not mentioned.” It is possible that “dead” is such a strong predictor that this study was insufficiently powered to find a relatively weaker potential effect of our hypothesis.

This study was strengthened through the multiple participating call centers from which we gathered our data, thus lessening the chance of bias from any one center.

Limitations

One limitation is that we did not directly analyze the behavior of the telecommunicator. Our reasoning included an assumed step on the part of the telecommunicator that may not be supported by further analysis. Future research could test our conceptual models to confirm whether our chief complaint categories affected the querying behavior of telecommunicators in the way hypothesized in the model.
Appendix 1: Codebook

Note: Some chief complaints will have only one component, i.e. “seizure” or “shortness of breath.” For chief complaints that contain multiple components (ex.: “diabetic, hard time breathing, not responding”), any mention of breathing within one component supersedes other components where breathing is not mentioned. For example, although “diabetic” in “diabetic, hard time breathing, not responding” is a component that does not mention breathing and would be coded as BNM were it a chief complaint by itself, the mention of breathing in the component “hard time breathing” means that, taken as a whole, the entire chief complaint must be categorized as BMd.

See the decision tree (Appendix 2) for more information.

Codes:

**Breathing Not Mentioned – BNM**

The caller does not mention the patient’s breathing.

**BNM - Dead – BNM-D**

The caller states that the patient has died. Includes references to suicide – when caller says “suicide” or “suicide by hanging” without giving other information about the patient that indicates they survived or were fighting for life.

**Breathing Mentioned – BMd**

The caller mentions the quality, symptoms, and/or presence of the patient’s breathing.

**Quality Unmentioned – QU (or “A” from previous draft) – BMd-QU**

The caller says the patient is breathing without giving any qualifiers. This includes chief complaints in which the patient is said or implied to be breathing, or information is given that makes the presence of breathing/airflow obvious – for example, the patient is talking. It also includes chief complaints in which the patient is said to be breathing but no other information is given that would indicate the chief complaint would belong to another of the listed categories.

**Not breathing – NB – Bmd-NB**

Note: If any component of the chief complaint includes that the patient is not breathing, use this code.

The caller says the patient is not breathing.

**Abnormal & Inadequate – BMd-AI**

The chief complaint fits into one of the two sub-codes, Abnormal or Inadequate, and does not fit into any of the other codes (Bmd-QU, Bmd-NB, BNM).
Note: If the components of a chief complaint could be coded as either category, the descriptions under “Abnormal” take precedence. Please see the decision tree at the end to clarify.

**Abnormal: BMD-AI-A**

The chief complaint indicates abnormal breathing. The caller provides a description of the patient’s breathing as anything other than normal breathing or completely absent. The caller could say the patient is breathing abnormally by using verb, adverb, or adjective descriptors that indicate breathing distress. Breathing distress includes noisy breathing, including sounds from the voice box (moaning, groaning) and from the respiratory system (gasp, wheezing – from Bang et al. 2003). Other verbs, adverbs, or adjectives include difficulty, poorly, impaired, and occasional (Bang et al 2003).

**Inadequate: BMD-AI-I**

The caller states the presence of a physical sign (temperature, skin color) in the patient or labels the patient’s chief complaint as a respiratory disease/ailment that could indicate the patient’s breathing is not sufficiently oxygenating their body. Also includes abnormalities in the mechanical function of the mouth and/or airway (i.e. choking, swollen tongue or other obstruction of the airway, difficulty speaking, bruises on neck/throat).

Descriptions that include evidence that the patient’s body is cold, blue, or mentions a face color that could indicate breathing distress. Includes “pale” face color.

Includes chief complaints where caller mentions a respiratory disease/ailment: “asthma.”
Appendix 2: Decision Tree

Does the chief complaint mention breathing in any component?

**NO.** Does the chief complaint mention that the patient is dead?

- **NO.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Not Mentioned.
- **YES.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Not Mentioned: Dead.

**YES.** Does the chief complaint apply a qualifier to “breathing” or otherwise supply information about how well or how labored the patient is breathing beyond its mere presence?

- **NO.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Mentioned: Quality Unmentioned.
- **YES.** Do any components of the chief complaint say that the patient is not breathing? (If the components contradict each other, go with YES.)
  - **NO.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Mentioned: Abnormal or Inadequate – Abnormal.
  - **YES.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Mentioned: Abnormal or Inadequate – Inadequate.

**NO.** Does the caller provide a description of physical signs and/or symptoms, airway obstruction, or mention of acute suffering of respiratory ailments?

- **YES.** Code the chief complaint as Breathing Mentioned: Not Breathing.
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